The distribution of genes in the genome is not random. There are regions with few functional genes and regions where genes are densely packed. It has been known that the close proximity between genes can have significant functional consequences. Indeed, neighboring genes were shown to have correlated expression patterns in eukaryotes (including yeast \[[@evt149-B7]\], *Caenorhabditis elegans* \[[@evt149-B19]\], *Drosophila* \[[@evt149-B3]\], *Arabidopsis thaliana* \[[@evt149-B33]\], and humans \[[@evt149-B20]; [@evt149-B30]\]), as well as biological functions and/or signaling pathways ([@evt149-B8]; [@evt149-B18]; [@evt149-B1]). In extreme cases, the distance between neighboring genes is 0, and parts or all of their gene structures (exons, introns, or untranslated regions \[UTRs\]) overlap with each other (overlapping genes). These structures are commonly observed in eukaryotes (e.g., *C. elegans* \[[@evt149-B4]\], *Drosophila* \[[@evt149-B25]\], and mammals \[[@evt149-B32]\]).

An especially interesting class of overlapping genes is in which one gene is completely nested within an intron of another gene (nested and including gene, respectively \[reviewed in [@evt149-B15]\]). Even though the coding sequences of these nested/including gene pairs do not overlap, their intimate structures raise questions about the evolutionary forces governing the origination of nested gene structures and their subsequent functional and evolutionary impacts. We found that, in *Drosophila melanogaster,* approximately 16% of the genes (2,295 out of 14,072 genes) overlap with at least one other gene in exons, introns, or UTRs. Genes in nested structures account for 9.5% of the *D. melanogaster* genes (1,338 genes), which is more than *C. elegans* (2.7%, [@evt149-B4]) and human (2.73%, [@evt149-B36]). To examine the evolutionary and functional significance of nested gene structures in *D. melanogaster* while controlling for intrinsic attributes of genes in close proximity, we compared nested/including gene pairs to "control gene pairs," which have matching chromosomal distributions to that of nested/including gene pairs and are within 500 bp of each other but do not overlap (see Materials and Methods).

Mutational Input Is a Key Determinant of the Location of Nested Genes
=====================================================================

Previous analysis showed that most nested gene structures in *Drosophila* originated through insertions or de novo origination of coding sequences in introns ([@evt149-B2]). Larger introns are larger targets for insertion or de novo mutations and should be more likely to harbor nested genes. Indeed, we found that the total intron lengths of including genes are significantly longer than control genes, even after excluding the sequence contributed by nested genes (median: 12,183 \[including\] and 308 \[control\]; Mann--Whitney *U* test (MWU) *P* \< 10^−16^). Including genes also have more introns than both nested genes and control genes (median: 7 \[including\], 2 \[control\], and 1 \[nested\]; MWU, *P* \< 10^−16^ for both comparisons). Focusing on including genes, introns with nested genes are significantly longer than introns without nested genes (median: 4,826 \[with nested genes\] and 138 \[without nested genes\]; MWU, *P* \< 10^−16^). Because long introns were found to be more evolutionarily conserved and suggested to more likely harbor functional sequences ([@evt149-B9]), this observation is unlikely due to larger introns being more tolerant of insertions. Moreover, the *D. melanogaster--D. simulans* divergence of the longest introns of including genes is smaller than that of other introns of including genes even after excluding nested genes (median: 0.071 \[longest\] and 0.082 \[others\]; MWU test, *P* = 0.0012), indicating that the observation of long introns being more evolutionarily conserved does not result from a fraction of nested genes in them. These results support that the mutational process is a key determinant of the location of nested genes.

Selection Plays an Important Role in the Maintenance and Functional Significance of Nested Gene Structures
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several hypotheses that potentially explain the selective pressures influencing the fixation of nested structures in the population, and their subsequent functional evolution, make specific predictions about the current expressional and functional correlations of nested and including genes. In addition to the common chromosomal environment that might have led to correlated expression of genes in proximity (reviewed in [@evt149-B12]; [@evt149-B26]), genes in nested structures might be selectively favored if their expression and/or biological functions are coregulated, resulting in even stronger positively correlated expression and/or biological functions than neighboring genes. On the other hand, the proximity of nested and including genes may result in interference during transcription, leading to selection against spatially and temporally correlated expression of nested and including genes ("transcriptional interference" \[[@evt149-B39]; [@evt149-B40]\]). Still, the evolution of nested gene structures could be a nearly neutral process ([@evt149-B22]; [@evt149-B21]), and the expression and functional correlations between nested and including genes would be similar to those of genes in proximities.

Nested/including gene pairs are significantly positively correlated (estimated using Spearman rank *ρ*) in gene expression levels across tissues (FlyAtlas, [@evt149-B6], MWU, *P* = 0.025). This is also observed for control gene pairs (MWU, *P* \< 2 × 10^−16^\]. However, the correlations in expression of nested/including gene pairs are significantly weaker (Spearman rank *ρ* median 0.019 \[nested/including gene pairs\] vs*.* 0.174 \[control gene pairs\], MWU, *P =*8.6 × 10^−14^, [fig. 1](#evt149-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and less likely to be positive (52.74% \[nested/including gene pairs\] vs*.* 69.44% \[control gene pairs\]; Fisher's exact test \[FET\], *P =*4 × 10^−9^) than control gene pairs. In fact, the correlations in expression of nested/including gene pairs are not different from two randomly chosen genes that are not adjacent but on the same chromosome ("random control gene pairs"; Spearman rank *ρ* median 0.019 \[nested/including gene pairs\] vs*.* 0.032 \[random control gene pairs\]; MWU, *P =*0.76, [fig. 1](#evt149-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we employed logistic regression and found that nested/including gene pairs are less likely than control gene pairs to have one gene (nested gene of nested/including gene pairs) to be expressed in the subset of tissues of another gene (including gene of nested/including gene pairs; *P* = 0.05; odds ratio = 0.78), to have the same highest expressed tissues (*P* = 8 × 10^−11^; odds ratio = 0.25), and to be associated with the same GO (Gene Ontology) categories (*P* = 0.002, 0.001, 0.02; odds ratios = 0.14, 0.17, 0.16 for biological process, molecular function, and cellular component, respectively). Yet, again, when we compared nested/including gene pairs with random control gene pairs, none of these three differences were significant. The correlations in expressional patterns and involvement in biological functions of nested/including genes pairs are significantly different from what have been observed for nearby nonoverlapping genes, suggesting that selection against transcriptional interference might have led to their expression in different tissues and involvement in different biological functions. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---Distributions of Spearman *ρ* in gene expression for nested/including gene pairs and control gene pairs. Nested/including gene pairs are less positively correlated in their expression level across 20 tissues than control gene pairs, but have similar correlations in expression with nonadjacent pairs of genes on the same chromosome ("random control gene pairs").

Paucity of Same-Strand Nested/Including Gene Pairs Might Result from Selection against Missplicing
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nested genes can be transcribed from the same strand as their including genes (same strand) or different strand from their including genes (opposite strand). The majority of nested genes (71.27%) were found to be on the opposite strand. This proportion is significantly different from the proportion of the control gene pairs (53.55%) and from the expected proportion if the orientations are random (50%; FET, *P \<*10^−16^ for both comparisons). Although the strand biases of nested genes have been widely reported in different eukaryotes (63% of same-strand nested genes in human \[[@evt149-B36]\] and 88% in *C. elegans* \[[@evt149-B4]\]), the biological cause of this bias has not been specifically discussed and tested on a genomic scale.

The paucity of same-strand nested gene structures may have resulted from the intrinsic strand biases of the mutational processes leading to nested gene structures. Alternatively, this may be due to differential selection on same-strand and opposite-strand nested genes. Several cases of genes, transposable elements, or endogeneous retroviruses that are nested within introns of another genes are known to cause aberrant splicing of the outer including genes ([@evt149-B11]; [@evt149-B13]; [@evt149-B24]). The missplicing of including genes was shown to be dependent on the presence of splice sites within the sequences of transposable elements or endogeneous virus ([@evt149-B31]; [@evt149-B13]). The splice sites of nested genes are more likely to interfere with splicing of including genes when the two genes are transcribed from the same strand. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that same-strand nested genes are more likely to be single-exon genes (72.53%) than opposite-strand nested genes (37.41%; FET, *P* \< 10^−16^). Focusing on nested genes that have more than one exon, same-strand nested genes still have fewer introns than opposite-strand nested genes (median: one intron (same-strand nested genes) vs*.* two introns \[opposite-strand nested genes\]; MWU, *P* = 0.00013). Our observation is not due to opposite-strand nested genes being longer than their same-strand counterparts because the coding sequence length is not statistically different between same-strand and opposite-strand nested genes (median: 817.5 \[same strand\] vs. 898 \[opposite strand\]; MWU, *P* = 0.11).

Seventy-three nested genes are young (less than 35 million years old \[[@evt149-B38]; [@evt149-B37]\]) and originated through duplication of another gene (parental gene). The duplication process can be via either DNA or RNA intermediates. A characteristic of RNA-based duplication is that the new genes lose all introns that were originally present in their parental gene (reviewed in [@evt149-B14]), and this process accounts for around 12.10% of duplicated genes in *Drosophila* ([@evt149-B37]). Among the 73 duplicated nested genes, only 16.67% of opposite-strand nested duplicated genes originated through RNA-based duplication, while 42.11% of same-strand nested duplicated genes originated via RNA intermediates (FET, *P* = 0.054). This difference is marginally significant, likely due to the small sample size. Additionally, the decrease in intron number of duplicated nested genes, when compared with their respective parental genes, is significantly larger for same-strand nested duplicated genes than opposite-strand nested duplicated genes (median: one intron difference \[same-strand nested genes\] vs. zero intron difference \[opposite-strand nested genes\]; MWU, *P* = 0.028). Note that this difference is not due to the variation in intron numbers of the parental genes of same-strand and opposite-strand nested genes, which is not significantly different (MWU, *P* = 0.41).

If missplicing is indeed more likely to happen when including genes and nested genes are on the same strand than when they are on opposite strands, we expect that same-strand including genes are less likely to be essential for the fitness of flies. In extreme cases, we expect that loss of function or expression knockdown by RNA interference (RNAi) of same-strand including genes is less likely to be associated with lethal phenotypes. When considering all same-strand and opposite-strand including genes, there is no significant difference in the proportion of genes having known lethal phenotypes (38.85% \[same strand\] vs. 44.66% \[opposite strand\]; [table 1](#evt149-T1){ref-type="table"}). Yet, when we only considered including genes whose nested genes have introns (and therefore are more likely to cause missplicing), same-strand including genes are significantly less likely to have known lethal phenotypes (26.0% \[same strand\] vs. 42.33% \[opposite strand\]; [table 1](#evt149-T1){ref-type="table"}). The result is strengthened if we consider both lethal and sterile phenotypes (30.00% \[same strand\] vs. 47.44% \[opposite strand\]; [table 1](#evt149-T1){ref-type="table"}). It is worth noting that the genetic disturbance (null mutant or expression knockdown) we considered here is extreme, and it is likely that, when considering more subtle influences on fitness, the difference between same-strand and opposite-strand including genes will be more significant and should be more general. Overall, our observations that same-strand nested genes contain fewer introns and that same-strand including genes have a lower probability of being associated with lethal and sterile phenotypes suggest that the paucity of same-strand nested/including gene pairs could be attributable to purifying selection against missplicing when nested genes are transcribed from the same strand. Table 1Known Phenotypic Effects of Including GenesLethalSterileViable*FET P* ValueLethal vs. Nonlethal[^a^](#evt149-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Affected[^b^](#evt149-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"} vs. ViableAll including genesSame strand689980.230.2Opposite strand15919178Including genes with intron-containing nested genesSame strand132350.0370.027Opposite strand9111113[^3][^4]

Nested Genes Evolve Faster, Are More Narrowly Expressed, and Are Enriched with Testis-Related Functions While Including Genes Show the Opposite Patterns
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether genes in nested structures show different patterns of evolution, we examined the site frequency spectrum of coding variants (using Tajima's *D* \[[@evt149-B29]\]), relative rates of protein evolution (*d~N~/d~S~*, \[[@evt149-B35]\]), and proportion of amino acid substitutions fixed by positive selection (*α*, \[[@evt149-B27]\]) of including genes, nested genes and control genes, and classified genes into those that are present in all 12 *Drosophila* species (i.e., genes older than 35 million years; [@evt149-B38]) or not ([@evt149-B37]) ([table 2](#evt149-T2){ref-type="table"}). Including genes have more negative Tajima's *D*, lower *d~N~/d~S~*, and are more likely to be conserved across the *Drosophila* species than either nested genes or control genes, suggesting they are under stronger purifying selection. On the other hand, nested genes, while not differing in Tajima's *D* from control genes, have larger *d~N~/d~S~* and *α*, and tend to be younger than both including genes and control genes. We did not detect any significant difference between same- and opposite-strand including genes or nested genes in these analyses. Table 2Evolutionary Properties and Expression Patterns of Nested, Including, and Control GenesMedianMWU Test *P* ValueIncludingNestedControlIncluding vs. NestedIncluding vs. ControlNested vs. ControlTajima's *D*−2.76−1.77−1.87\<10^−8^\<10^−8^\>0.05*d~N~/d~S~*0.0420.1070.073\<10^−8^\<10^−8^*\<*10^−8^*α*0.2510.4350.3430.0050.2750.035Breadth of expression (number of tissues)18419*\<*10^−16^0.363*\<*10^−16^Proportion (%)FET *P* valueIncludingNestedControlIncluding vs. NestedIncluding vs. ControlControl vs. NestedConserved across 12 *Drosophila* species99.0588.1391.24\<10^−16^\<10^−16^0.027Highest expression in brain29.095.219.44*\<*10^−16^*\<*10^−16^0.003Highest expression in testis6.4343.9113.52*\<*10^−16^1.45 × 10^−6^*\<*10^−16^Highest expression in ovary13.785.3623.941.3 × 10^−7^9.06 × 10^−8^*\<*10^−16^Young duplicate genes0.98.47\<10^−12^5.2 × 10^−16^0.02

We also found that nested and including genes have unusual gene expression patterns. Nested genes are expressed in significantly fewer tissues (have narrower breadth of expression) than either including genes or control genes ([table 2](#evt149-T2){ref-type="table"}). They also have significantly higher expression specificity (see Materials and Methods) than either including or control genes (MWU, *P* \< 10^−12^ for both comparisons; [fig. 2](#evt149-F2){ref-type="fig"}). While same- and opposite-strand nested genes do not differ in their breadth of expression (MWU, *P* = 0.15), same-strand nested genes have significantly higher expression specificity than opposite-strand nested genes (0.95 \[same-strand\] vs*.* 0.93 \[opposite-strand\]; MWU, *P* = 0.009). The composition of tissues where genes have their highest expression is also significantly different between including genes, nested genes, and control genes (chi-square test, *P* \< 10^−16^ for all comparisons; [fig. 3](#evt149-F3){ref-type="fig"}). This composition is not different between same- and opposite-strand including genes but significantly different between same- and opposite-strand nested genes (chi-square test, *P* = 0.024; [fig. 3](#evt149-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Including genes are more enriched with genes having their highest expression in brain than either nested genes or control genes ([table 2](#evt149-T2){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, nested genes are significantly enriched with genes having highest expression in testis but are deficient for genes having highest expression in ovaries ([table 2](#evt149-T2){ref-type="table"}). The enrichment of high testis expression is especially strong for same-strand nested genes (58.46% \[same strand\] vs*.* 38.18% \[opposite strand\]; FET, *P =*1.67 × 10^−6^). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Expression specificity of genes in nested structures and control genes. Boxplots for the expression specificity of including genes, nested genes, and control genes. The expression specificity is highest for same-strand nested genes followed by opposite-strand nested genes, both of which are significantly higher than either including genes or control genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---The distributions of tissues where genes have their highest expression. Nested genes, especially same-strand nested genes, are enriched with genes having their highest expression level in testis when compared with both including and control genes. On the contrary, including genes are enriched with genes having their highest expression in brain.

Consistent with previous finding that the majority of nested gene structures originated through insertion of DNA sequences into introns of including genes via gene duplications ([@evt149-B2]), we observed significantly larger proportion of nested genes that were previously identified as young duplicated genes ([@evt149-B37]) than either including genes or control genes ([table 2](#evt149-T2){ref-type="table"}). Young duplicated genes tend to evolve rapidly ([@evt149-B5]), which could have led to the observed exceptional evolutionary properties of nested genes. On the other hand, the two interesting properties of nested genes---narrow expression ([@evt149-B17]) and enrichment of highest expression in testis (reviewed in [@evt149-B28])---are widely known to be correlated with rapid protein evolution. To test whether the unusual evolutionary and expression properties of nested genes are due to the larger proportion of duplicate genes, we compared nested genes with a set of control genes that have the same proportion of young duplicated genes ("duplication control genes," see Materials and Methods). Nested genes still show faster rates of protein evolution (*d~N~/d~S~*, MWU, *P \<*10^−9^), have greater *α* (MWU, *P =*0.0021\], are expressed in fewer tissues (MWU, *P \<*10^−16^), have higher expression specificities (MWU, *P \<*10^−16^), and are enriched with genes having highest expression in testis (FET, *P \<*10^−16^). These results indicate that the observed patterns could not be simply explained by the higher proportion of duplicate genes. On the contrary, when using another set of control genes that have the same expression patterns as nested genes ("expression control genes," see Materials and Methods), nested genes are not significantly different from control genes with respect to *d~N~/d~S~*, *α*, or gene age (MWU, *P \>*0.05 for all comparisons). Accordingly, the evolutionary properties of nested genes might have been the "by-product" of their expressional attributes. However, selection to decouple the functions of nested genes from those of including genes due to their nested structures could have led to the observed narrow expression of nested genes and could be the ultimate cause for the evolutionary properties of nested genes.

While including genes are slowly evolving, highly conserved, broadly expressed, and enriched with genes having their highest expression in brain, nested genes are the opposite: fast evolving, narrowly expressed, and enriched with genes having their highest expression in testis. Thus, positive selection for coregulation in gene expression and biological function, which might have driven the evolution of gene clusters (reviewed in [@evt149-B12]), is unlikely to apply to the fixation of nested gene structures. The fixation of nested gene structures, similarly to evolution of other complex genomic organizations ([@evt149-B22]; [@evt149-B21]), could have been a nearly neutral process. However, we have evidence supporting the role of natural selection in shaping the relative orientations and functional importance of nested gene structures. We showed that nested/including gene pairs are less likely to be transcribed from the same strand and that same-strand nested genes are more likely to be single-exon genes and have fewer exons if they are multiexon genes. Together with the finding that including genes with same-strand nested genes that contain introns are less likely to be essential for fitness of flies, our results support that selection against missplicing events of same-strand nested/including gene pairs leads to this bias. In addition, the correlations in expressions and biological functions of nested/including gene pairs are lower than those of nearby gene pairs but similar to any two random genes of the same chromosome. This is consistent with the hypothesis that selection against transcriptional interference plays an important role in shaping the functional significance and indirectly affects evolutionary properties of nested gene structures. In sum, despite the proximity of nested and including genes, we found that they are nowhere similar to each other in terms of evolutionary properties, expressional patterns, and biological functions, and selection against the potential deleterious impacts caused by their close proximity might have been the main force governing their evolution.

Materials and Methods
=====================

We used *D. melanogaster* genome annotation version 5.47 and only considered coding transcripts that are annotated as "strongly supported" by FlyBase. For genes that had more than one isoform in nested gene structures, we considered the isoform with the longest coding sequence. We used FlyAtlas Expression data ([www.flyatlas.org](www.flyatlas.org) \[last accessed October 17, 2013\], [@evt149-B6]), which used four microarrays to measure gene expression for each of the 20 tissues of *D. melanogaster* at various developmental stages. Genes were considered expressed in a tissue if annotated as "presence" by FlyAtlas for at least three of the four microarrays, and highest expressed tissues were determined by using mean expression levels. Expression specificity, an index between 0 and 1, was calculated as described in the previous paper ([@evt149-B34]). Broadly expressed genes with similar expression level in all tissues have low indices while tissue-specific genes have high indices. We used the population genomic sequences from Drosophila Population Genomic Project (DPGP, [www.dpgp.org](www.dpgp.org) \[last accessed October 17, 2013\]; [@evt149-B16]) and the multispecies alignments (including *D. melanogaster, D. simulans*, *D. yakuba*, and *D. erecta*) as described in [@evt149-B16] to perform evolutionary genetic analyses. *d~N~/d~S~* on the branch leading to *D. melanogaster* was estimated using *D. melanogaster*, *D. simulans*, and *D. yakuba* alleles, and *PAML* (phylogenetic analysis by maximum likelihood) (HKY85 nucleotide substitution model \[[@evt149-B10]\] and free-ratio branch model \[model = 1\]). *α* ([@evt149-B23]; [@evt149-B27]) was estimated using *D. melanogaster* within-species polymorphism (using both African and North American alleles of DPGP, total 44 alleles) and *D. simulans* as an outgroup. Tajima's *D* was calculated using North American *D. melanogaster* population of DPGP, which has a much larger sample size (37) than the African population (7). Gene sizes include the length of coding sequences, intron, and both UTRs. We batch downloaded phenotype data associated with nested genes from FlyBase and classified a gene to be associated with known lethal/sterile phenotype if at least one mutation or one expression knockdown experiment (using RNAi) was reported to be lethal/sterile. Genes that have both reported lethal and sterile phenotypes are denoted as only lethal phenotype.

Control gene pairs are gene pairs less than 500 bp apart and were chosen randomly. The chromosomal distributions were matched: the number of control gene pairs on each chromosome was matched to the number of nested/including gene pairs on the same chromosome. We also used two other sets of control gene pairs: 1) gene pairs that are not adjacent to each other but are on the same chromosome ("random control gene pairs"); 2) gene pairs that are less than 500 bp apart and have the same chromosomal distributions and the same proportion of same/opposite-strand as nested/including gene pairs ("same/opposite control gene pairs"). Our observed correlations in expressional patterns and functional categories of nested/including gene pairs hold when we compared them with same/opposite control gene pairs, but differ when comparing with random control gene pairs (see details in main text). Other comparisons of evolutionary properties and expression patterns between nested/including genes and control genes from different sets of control gene pairs are consistent.

In addition to further tease apart the main evolutionary force that might have led to some of our observations, we generated additional control gene sets that match either the proportion of DNA/RNA-duplicated genes of nested genes (duplication control genes) or gene expression of nested and including genes (expression control genes). Duplication control genes were matched to have the same proportions of DNA and RNA duplicate genes and chromosomal distributions as nested genes. Expression control genes were matched to have the same proportion of expression in testis and brain, the same chromosomal distributions, and similar expression breath and specificity (within 0.25 standard deviations) with nested genes and including genes individually.

We used FET when examining a relationship between two categorical variables and MWU for noncategorical variable between two conditions. We employed logistic regression when studying how a binary outcome variable changes with input variables. The odds ratio was obtained by raising the natural exponent e to the power of the logistic coefficient. Because nested genes have significantly narrower breadth of expression (see earlier), and, accordingly, nested genes are more likely to be expressed in a subset of tissues of including genes by chance. We thus include the number of tissues being expressed as a covariate in the analysis. Otherwise, the only covariate is the binary variable that represents whether it is nested/including gene pair (=1) or control gene pair (=0), and the response variable is the property that is examined. All statistical analyses were performed using R (<http://www.R-project.org> \[last accessed October 17, 2013\], R Development Core Team 2006).
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